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Reclaiming church identity in a whatever society

Whatever.”

Said with attitude, that word is the ultimate statement of apathy, and a very good descriptor for post-postmodern society in which truth or values are really only personal choices depending upon how each person sees the world. In this society, differences, including the most basic beliefs, are treated casually; a society where tolerance of another’s views and practices is considered a virtue (except where extreme positions are taken); a society with a confusing array of religious and spiritual beliefs readily available.

Though this “whatever” attitude can be problematic enough within society, it’s now seen within churches. Individuals now tend to choose their church, or swap among churches, with little regard for denominational labels or doctrinal teaching but, rather, on the basis of things like appeal to young people, worship style, or social networks. Some parts of the “emerging church” movement in Western Christianity want to forego labels (except where extreme positions are taken); a society with a confusing array of religious and spiritual beliefs readily available.

The concept of a separate and distinct denominational identity can be seen as arrogant, even exclusivist, especially in a “whatever” world.

Yet identity makes a distinct church distinct. Identity is nothing if not about boundaries and differences. An individual’s, or group’s identity is defined by what makes them different from others. “We are not consciously aware of a particular identity unless we come up against another group who are different. . . . Identity is defined by the other.”3 For a religious group, the idea of identity “generally includes both ideological (or cognitive) features and the more concrete materiality of religion, such as distinct rituals and art[if]acts.”4 It is what “makes a congregation unique, distinct from all others.”5

Identity is strengthened when differences are highlighted. If an organization comes under attack, the differences become obvious as the attack from without and the defense from within are played out. Identity becomes very clear. In a “whatever” world, little tension exists from outside, thus making identity maintenance difficult.

The uniting church: A case study

In 1977, after several years of negotiating, Australia’s Congregational, Methodist, and Presbyterian denominations formed “Australia’s first home-grown church,”6 the Uniting Church. This was intended as a beginning, the first step toward the “desire to enter more deeply into the faith and mission of the Church in Australia, by working together and seeking union with other churches.”7 It was an attempt to build an ecumenical denomination that would not be “rigified by rules and regulations nor hidebound by ritual and tradition.”

However, the difficulty of uniting these three denominations—the Congregationalists with their independent congregations, the Methodists with their concerns for social justice, and the Presbyterians with their strong Calvinism—should not be understated.8 The quest for unity was often a “source of division within negotiating congregations.”9 The fallout from revising denominational structures was greatly miscalculated and people were “often hurt when the well-beloved disappeared.”10 Many local congregations reevaluated who they were, with many, at least in the early years, simply changing the name on their notice boards but carrying on as before.

In those early years, though, an external force did draw them together. When the Queensland, Australia, premier, Joh Bjelke-Petersen, challenged their support of Aboriginal claims against mining bauxite at Aurukun (1978), it helped to reinforce the new denomination’s “emerging self-image being a community of faith.”11 This strengthened the church’s resolve and provided an external “enemy” that helped unite them. For churches in a “whatever” world, this rarely happens.

Early debates over baptism, and later over abortion and homosexuality, have made a common identity difficult to find. Questions about the relationship between unity and diversity were raised early and many are wondering if much diversity is adequate? Are there limits? The difficulty is that “our church now appears more as a group of individuals. It has moved from accountability and responsibility to a theologically diverse individualism.”12 Finally, “the
same long search for consensus that produced the Uniting Church” now works to avert “church disintegration in recent years.”

Exacerbated by falling numbers and declining financial resources, the Uniting Church remains unsettled. Questions were raised more than a decade ago at the 1997 Uniting Church Assembly in Perth, about why the Assembly had failed to find its identity, though some claimed that identity cannot be found in the Assembly anyway or in “councils of the church beyond the congregations,” but in local communities.

The Uniting Church demonstrates the difficulty of creating a congregational or denominational identity. In attempting to make three denominations into one, their experience may be an extreme case, but the task of renewing identity for any church in a “whatever” age is a difficult one.

Suggestions for renewing church identity

Following are three suggestions for renewing Adventist identity in our “whatever” society, something that proves easier at the congregational level than at the denominational. The denominational or corporate level can be helpful in creating an overall image and in supporting and promoting doctrinal, ritual, and lifestyle practices, but the outworking of these will be found at the congregational level.

1. A solid theological and philosophical base aids identity. Imagine a congregation or denomination as a castle. In the center of the classic castle is a kind of a special-guarded room, called the keep. The keep is the safest place in the castle. Here the most precious objects are kept, and it’s the place of final defense when the castle comes under attack. For Castle Church, the keep represents the theological and philosophical base on which it is built, forming the basis of what “makes a congregation unique, distinct from all others,” and also directs its mission. Here you find Castle Church’s purpose for being.

2. Identity is more than the core. Just as a castle is more than its keep, so a church is more than its theological base and philosophy. The castle also has outer walls with gates and, perhaps, a drawbridge. Within the castle walls are such things as stables, a storehouse, and an armory. There are a variety of rooms ranging from the banquet hall to the kitchen and the dungeon. They all have their various uses, and all form a part of the castle. Castle Church is much more than its keep. Some teachings will be distinctive or have a stronger emphasis, which will make them important for congregational and denominational identity.
However, other influences help create identity. These include the church’s history. A church begun in the Reformation era will still have elements from its beginnings. The perceived purpose of the church (which, again, may change or be adjusted) has an obvious impact. At the congregational level, geographic positioning will also impact identity (compare a congregation in a retirement village with one on a school campus). Significant people have their impact. Martin Luther, John Wesley, and William Booth still have impact in the denominations they founded, while today, some living personages can greatly impact a church’s identity.

A difficulty faced by Castle Church is the complexity brought about by time. Within an active, lived-in castle, you find relics from former ages alongside modern technology. Banquet halls become restaurants, the armory may have flat-screen televisions showing how the weapons were used, and the stables may house modern vehicles. These now form part of the castle’s identity.

Over time, Castle Church naturally becomes an extremely complex organization. This complexity alone can make it difficult to maintain a distinct and understood identity without the added pressure of the “whatever” society.

What is found in the keep of Castle Church will always be important, but the fullness of identity is far greater than the keep. While that which is outside the keep may seem secondary to the theological and philosophical base, sometimes the things that appear minor can have a significant impact and meaning to a congregation—things like the church potluck, the local choir, or a midweek seniors’ club.

A healthy identity consists of a church or congregation being true to what it is. It will understand its doctrinal and philosophical base and any other identity points it may have. The congregation will then celebrate them in meaningful ways.

### 3. Openness is the antitode to fundamentalism

Shoring up the walls of identity can lead to an unhealthy fundamentalism, a kind of siege mentality that seeks to create a “pure church with only one sort of believer.” If a congregation or denomination is a castle that wants to avoid this kind of fundamentalism, it will be a castle with the gates always open and the drawbridge always down. Fundamentalism can never take root with an organization open to outside influences. With a secure keep and a healthy understanding of its identity, free access by any to the rest of Castle Church may bring change but will not damage its identity in significant ways. On the contrary, this openness could become part of its identity.

This approach to church sees the center or core of the church (the keep) as clearly understood, with the boundaries outside the center recognized but permeable. In this model, questions of identity are less about who is inside and who is outside and more about direction—who is moving away from or toward the center. The role of the congregation is then less to police its boundaries and more to “define and articulate its center.” This “centered-set understanding of a congregation allows for both identity and openness.”

### Conclusion

Together these three suggestions provide the following: First, a foundation for a strong theological and philosophical base. Second, a recognition and celebration of other identity markers that can lead to a full and healthy sense of mission and purpose. Finally, a realization that the safeguard against the risk of fundamentalist attitudes in strengthening identity is openness.

In a “whatever” world, without a sense of identity, a congregation or denomination will have difficulty in sorting out its priorities. On the flipside, a strong sense of identity brings liberation for those within the community because they know who they are as they face the future.
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